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Synopsis
At our center, our mission is to help everyone become a 'gold medalist' in their own body. We work with a wide range of individuals,
from Olympic champions to everyday people, aiming to optimize their physical abilities. While not everyone can compete in the
Olympics, we believe everyone can improve their performance in real life. We assist people in enhancing their skills, whether it's
swinging a golf club, running with better shoes, or mastering a tennis racket.

We've found that most people are not operating at their maximum efficiency levels and have more potential than they realize. It's
exciting to discover that intermediates can make significant gains in their sports skills when they stop comparing themselves to the
world's best players. When they realize they can improve rapidly, the excitement is overwhelming. It's equally thrilling for us to
witness such transformations, which often have life-changing impacts.
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Audio transcription

Frame # Time Spoken text
0. 00:00:00 Our goal in the center is to make everybody a goal medalist in his own body.
1. 00:00:06 Obviously we're walking with the whole spectrum of human body.
2. 00:00:10 On one end we have the Olympic champions, we're walking with them so they can

perform better in the Olympic Games.
3. 00:00:16 However not everybody can perform in the Olympic Games.
4. 00:00:19 That does mean that the person cannot perform in real life better.

5. 00:00:23 Be a goal medalist in his own structure again.
6. 00:00:26 We will help people to swing the gold club better, to run with a better shoes, to have a

better skill and a tennis racket in their hands.
7. 00:00:34 We try to optimize every person to his maximum ability.
8. 00:00:39 Well what we find is that the majority of people in our society are not working anywhere

near maximum efficiency levels.
9. 00:00:47 And they have so much more ability than they thought which is so exciting to me because

now we're funny now

10. 00:00:54 that why intermediates haven't had as much fun and haven't had as many gains in their
sports skills
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11. 00:00:59 is that they've been utilizing a system that demands that they be ten times more talented
than the best player in the world.

12. 00:01:06 And when the intermediate suddenly finds out that they can improve in a very short
period of time,

13. 00:01:11 I can tell you what happens.
14. 00:01:13 They go crazy, they can hardly sweep from the excitement.

15. 00:01:15 And I must say it's the same for me to watch somebody improve like that and it changes
their whole life.

16. 00:01:24 Thanks for watching!
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